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The Baltimore County Progressive Democrats Club (BCPDC) is sending this questionnaire to all 
candidates running to complete the term of Elijah Cummings in Congress. Completed 
questionnaires will be used to both educate our members and decide whom our club will 
endorse prior to the special primary election on February 4th. BCPDC will organize at least one 
canvass/phone bank with the endorsed campaign prior to the special primary election. 
 
Please answer all questions below with no more than 200 words per answer. Responses longer 
than 200 words will be shortened by a club board member. The deadline for your answers is 
noon EST, Wednesday, December 18.  
 
Questionnaires returned after the deadline will not be distributed to BCPDC members. We will 
post returned questionnaires on our club web site and our Facebook pages and distribute widely 
in club emails, noting those who did not respond by the deadline. Write your answers to each 
question on this document and return before the deadline to bcpdclub@gmail.com. 
 

Questions:  
 

1. What are your qualifications for this position? Answer:  I have the education and 

experience to deal with two of the most important issues facing our country.  The first is 

climate change.  The second is the financial irresponsibility of the Congress.  I have a 

law degree from the University of Oregon, where my focus was environmental law.  I 

was a Park Ranger at Crater Lake National Park and am a lifetime member of the Sierra 

Club.  As a finance professor at the University of Notre Dame, I had published a paper 

(The Environmental Tax Plan:  A Meaningful Tax Reform Proposal) in The Journal of 

Midwest Accounting (Spring 1987) and I have been analyzing environmental issues 

since then.  I have an MBA degree (Finance and Investments) from the George 

Washington University and have been an adjunct finance professor at the University of 

Maryland Global Campus (where I teach business finance and personal finance) for the 

last five years.  I am a retired Navy Captain and was the Commanding Officer of two 

contracting units.  I was one of the key individuals at CMS overseeing the Medicare 

Administrative Contractors.   As a Supervisory Accountant at CMS, I was responsible 

for its financial statements, as well as the internal controls of the agency. 

 

2. What must America do to avert the catastrophic effects of climate change? 

Answer:  Elect someone with the education and experience to make a difference and 

adopt the Environmental Tax Plan (see my answer to question 1).  Recommit to the 

Paris Climate Accord and its goal to keep global warming well below 2 degrees Celsius 

above pre-industrial levels.  The Sierra Club (where I serve on the Finance Committee) 

states that it is imperative to cut total greenhouse gas emissions by close to 60% by 



 

2030.  Further reductions than 60% may be necessary.  The goals should be zero 

waste, clean transportation, and 100% renewable energy.  Given that meat and dairy 

provide 18% of the world’s calories, but produce 60% of the agriculture sector’s 

greenhouse gas emissions, the idea of killing 150 billion animals every year for food 

must be examined.  The U.S. has contributed more to global warming than any other 

country and must lead by example to avert climate change.  BY BOP26 in November 

2020 the U.S. must demonstrate its commitment.  The Capital News Service completed 

an investigation into how climate change affects the urban poor in Baltimore.  Local 

actions such as replacing dark-colored roof with white roofs, replacing asphalt sidewalks 

with porous materials, and planting trees should be adopted worldwide where 

appropriate. 

 

3. Given that parts of Maryland (including District 7) are hyper-segregated 

metropolitan areas, what would you do to help integrate our neighborhoods? 

Answer:   Eliminate housing discrimination in any form.  Pass the HOME act to end 

housing discrimination by income.  Ensure that redlining does not occur; even digitally as 

is the case with Facebook who (according to the Department of Housing and Urban 

Development) discriminates against the Fair Housing Act’s protected classes.  Promote 

“Ban the Box” legislation for housing and job applications.  Remove economic barriers 

that permit segregated areas.  Support anti-poverty approaches such as the one 

proposed by the Congressional Black Caucus.  Its 10, 20, 30 plan would provide 10% of 

the federal discretionary spending to areas where at least 20% of the population has 

lived in poverty for at least 30 years. 

 

4. What steps do you favor to reduce wealth and income inequality? Answer:  First, 

increase wealth and income for those with insufficient wealth and income.  That can be 

achieved by various measures, including increasing the minimum wage to $15 an hour.  

Also, support budget and progressive tax policies that reduce income inequality by 

promoting the creation and retention of good jobs in the United States, including 

investment in domestic manufacturing, production, and employment.  Increase 

resources for small business development and reduce corporate financial and economic 

concentration, which will help to level the playing field.  Ensure that trade deals include 

strong and enforceable labor standards, with effective enforcement tools.   Second, 

increase the tax rates on excessive wealth and high incomes.  Increase taxes to at least 

what they were during President Obama’s administration and arguably higher rates.  We 

had strong economic growth, budget surpluses instead of deficits, and higher tax rates 

under President Clinton, and similar policies are what we need now. 

 

5. What reforms would you like to see included in a Democratic healthcare bill? 

Answer:  Healthcare is a basic human right.  Ultimately, we should have universal 

coverage using a social insurance model, while retaining a role for workers’ health plans.  

The Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) should be amended over time until we reach the 

objective of universal coverage.  We should eliminate the 40% health benefits tax, which 

undermines the health benefits earned through work.  Fees should not be imposed on 



 

worker plans.  There should be full funding of the Department of Veterans Affairs to 

ensure that it remains the primary source of care to our nation’s veterans.  Ensure that 

essential medications are affordable by increasing the federal government’s ability to 

negotiate drug prices with pharmaceutical companies. 

 

6. What should Congress do to protect women’s access to healthcare? Answer:  See 

my answer to question 5.  Universal coverage is for all (men, women, and children).  

Additional steps should be taken for healthcare issues unique to women.  Roe v. Wade 

should be codified into law and remove the possibility of a conservative Supreme Court 

overturning it.  Reasonable accommodations should be made for pregnant women, for 

example, Maryland bills (SB518/HB1107) could be a model for federal legislation.  The 

Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution would provide equality for women, but until 

the ERA is part of the Constitution, then Congress should pass appropriate legislation 

guaranteeing access for all to healthcare. 

 

7. What reforms would you like to see in a Democratic immigration bill? Answer:  I 

endorse the five major interconnected pieces that the AFL-CIO has advocated;  “a 

broad, inclusive road map to citizenship; an independent, professional bureau to 

measure labor shortages and ensure employers are not bringing foreign workers into the 

country to displace U.S. workers or to lower industry wages and working conditions; 

improvement, not expansion, of existing temporary worker programs; a secure, effective 

work authorization mechanism that treats workers fairly; and rational, humane border 

control measures.”  A Democratic immigration bill must be done in a comprehensive way 

to keep families together (unless cases of abuse are present), protect U.S. workers, 

eliminate the exploitation of immigrant workers, and support the basic rights and dignity 

of all working people. 

 

8. How should America exercise leadership around the world? Answer:  America is 

still the preeminent economic force in the world, but its foreign policy leadership has 

been severely injured by the current President.  We need to restore America’s role as a 

moral leader and a force for good.  America should be engaged in and with the world 

community and not trending toward isolation as it is now.  Its support of human rights 

should be demonstrated at home and abroad.  We should support multinational 

institutions and democratic governments . . . and oppose authoritarian governments.  

Military adventurism and intervention overseas should be rare and virtually always 

carried out under the aegis of the United Nations or our allies.  I am the only candidate 

for Congress who has served with the United Nations (Operation Uphold Democracy in 

Haiti), this while a Captain in the U.S. Navy.  I have also served overseas in Vietnam, 

the Philippines, Sweden, and England (U.S. Navy) and in Kenya, Hungary, and El 

Salvador (U.S. Agency for International Development). 

 

9. How should we reform our political process and encourage voter participation? 

Answer:  Remove all barriers to voter registration and voting, and instead permit same-

day registration and party change.  Oppose efforts to erect obstacles to voting, including 



 

those based on economic condition or race.  End gerrymandering nationally.  Consider a 

national holiday for voting—which not only will increase voter participation, but will also 

increase civic engagement and pride. 

 

10. What is one piece of legislation that you would particularly champion in your first 

session? Answer:  The Environmental Tax Plan (see my answer to question 1).  An 

easier piece of legislation to pass (at least assuming a Democratic House and a 

Democratic President) would be to increase tax rates, and the Environmental Tax Plan 

could be part of that discussion, thus accomplishing two goals (tax reform and drawing 

attention to climate change) with one bill. 


